The ability to generate destructible models is key to creating realistic warfighter training
simulations. TerraTools rapidly generates high-fidelity, correlated simulation databases
for multiple runtimes. Databases are correlated across constructive, visual, and serious
games and are optimized for each runtime’s requirements and unique functionality.
TerraTools’ VBS3 exporter automatically generates parametrically-generated models
with multiple destruct states. For buildings, the number of destructible states is userdefined and corresponds with the number of floors in the building. After destruction,
AI mobility layers are maintained, and entities can fully traverse any ruins created.
Destructible tunnel and bridge models can be generated using the same parametric
process. 3D bridge and tunnel models are created from attributed GIS source data.
Trafficabilty of bridges and tunnels reflects the level of destruction calculated by the
runtime. To improve visual realism, TerraTools uses multi-textures to create a charred
visual appearance for destroyed portions of a destructible model.
Other destructible models can be automatically randomized and placed by TerraTools.
Destructible wall segments and clutter models (e.g., market stalls) increase the fidelity
of warfighter training simulations.
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